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CULTURAL DECENTRALISATION

On the initiati're of Mr Ralph Burgard, and with the
co-operation of the Dartington Hall Trustees, an international
seminar took place at Dartington Hall from 16 to 21 April 1972.
A list of participants is attached. It will be seen therefrom
that people came to the seminar from 5 different Countries:
in English alphabetical order, these were France, the Netherlands,
Sweden, the United Kingdom and.the United States. (All the
proceedings were in the English language. It will also be seen
that the participants came in part from National Cultural
Organisations" (such as the Ministries of Cultual Affairs, the
national councils on the Arts,. arts councils etc), and in part.
from among these actively engaged in directing cultural activities
in regions or states or in localities more or less divorced from .

any central (governmental or other) tutelage. Every member of
the seminar spoke in his own personal capacity, and deliberately
without any implied authority to commit his own agency, authority
or government.

The object of.the seminar was to exchange ideas between
nations, and (if possible) to indicate practical lines of
progress for countries concerned.

The members of the Dartington seminar were ignorant (save
in the most general terms) of the earlier colloquy held under
the auspices of the CCC at Arc-et-Senans, which led to a
"final declaration" in which they would have been deeply
interested. They also, obviously, knew nothing of the
deliberations of the symposium organised by the Council of Europe.
at San Remo period immediately after their own discussions
(26 - 29 April) (1). But they subscribed to many of the'most
important theses which have now become commonplaces. of
international discussions. For example, they were Unanimous
in their conviction that the conditions of existence in fully
developed societies are inimical to the liberationand
fulfilment of the human spirit, and that a.most vigorous,
even revolutionary, reaction, against these conditions is essential
if the basic need of human beings to shape their own lives and
activity is to be preserved and developed. They all recognised
that social apathy must be combated by encouraging creativity,'
and that national resources in money and in' kind must be
devoted increasingly towards this end, as a matter of accepted
national cultural policy, over-riding perhaps other political
considerations.

(1) Reports of both those meetings may be obtained from the
Division for Cultural 'Development, Council of Europe,
Strasbourg.
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While accepting (in some cases without enthusiasm) the
responsibility of governments to maintain and enhance the standards
of performance of national theatres, ballets, operas etc, the
participants were agreed that governments should increasingly
make funds and resources available for the stimulation of
non - traditional, contemporary cultural activities, stemming from
the variegated impulses observable in contemporary society as it
actually is (eg the Swedish "SamVarodagar" - days of being together).
As regards the established institutions (opera houses, national
theatres, etc), there was a general movement of opinion towards a
policy of making these more open to modern artistic objectives,
and to the contemporary requirements of an audience hitherto
uncommitted to traditional cultural manifestations.

It was unanimously agreed that the most effective action
in these directions would be for governments and national cultural
organisations to make really-substantial sums annually available
by way of subsidies "without strings" to regional organisations,.
that is, to be spent in accordance with the.regional organisations'
own rules. There would be due financial audit, but without specific
direction from the national cultural organisation as to the forms
of activity to be. supported. The manner in which. this measure of
decentralisation should be implemented would differ from country
to country. For example, in the United States, deVolution
the functions of funding and decisionMaking would in:the first
place be, perhpps, to .the state councils on the arts; in
Great Britain to the Regional .Arts AsaociatIons; inSwedena,
successive decentralisation to the regional Officesefthe 3
national institutes for concerts, theatre and exhibitions and, as
a next step; the-transfer of the reSponSibility to small 'Cultural
organisations belonging to the county councils; and elsewhere in
accordarice with national institutional_lines of provincial
demarcation - but so as.always to ensure as much independence from.'
the tutelage of the central government as was praCtical*-

In the same way and tearing 'alWayS'in Mind:thehistorically:
inevitable differences, of political atructUresetween one nation
and:another,- the participants agreed that regional organisations.:
should allobate aHtul;;stantial:part of2their.tetal-reventieS:to,
local and district organisatiOris:s $1-MY."writhOUt-:stringS"..

It was recognised and accepted that aCtierl00h0431.4.0s
would tendte change,: in a radigaI. manner,thepretent:PWOCtIVO
of national policies,. perhaps away frOM the.traditionalart
But the seminar's own main objective in seeking to define the
terms of "decentralisation!' necesSarily'implieda continuous
process of socio-cultural re-evaluation -(from Whidhthe:traditionaL.
arts could not be exempt), towards a community-,baSecistructure.
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In conclusion, the participants agreed that further action
towards an agreed policy of cultural decentralislition could best
be pursued through the Council of Europe, in continuation of
studies already undertaken by that body. Clearly, however, it
would be useful if the views of qualified persons or agencies
from the USA could be incorporated in these further studies.

The evidence of facts produced from several European
countries and from the USA slit-wed that there is growing a
close do-operative relationship at the highest level between
the ministries and government agencies concerned with divers
aspects of oul.tural animation or reanimation, such as the
conservation of the environment, and of the national patrimony
of artistic achievements; the encouragment of sport, and of
tourist attractions; the use of radio and television; the
integration of scholastic and academic curricula and institutions
with the cultural advancement of neighbouring communities.
Participants in the Dartington seminar were unanimous in the
viek_that co-Ordination at the highest constitutional level in
all these fields was an essential pre-requisite of effective
decentralised cultural action.

NI Abercrombie
Chairman of the Seminar
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"Culture is not an assortment of aesthetic sugar plums for
fastidious palates, but an energy of the soul. When it feeds
on itself, instead of drawing nourishment from the common life of
mankind, it ceases to grow, and, when it ceases to grow, it ceases
to live... In the long run, it is only by its extension that, in
the conditions of today, it is likely to be preserved".

R H Tawney

"Everything is culture, from clothing to books, from food
to pictures; and culture is everywhere, from one end of the social
Ateale to the other".

"Everyone has the right
life of the community...".

Art. 22,

Roland Barthes (Times Literaajupplement
8710771)

freely to

Universal

participate in the cultural

Declaration of Human Rights
(1948)
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AN UNRESTRICTED VIEW OF CULTURE

.Dartington Hall is probably Britain's most remarkably and
consistently successful ,venture in on-the-spot integration of
education, agriculture, industry, culture and community life,
of tradition and experiment, of private initiative and public
enterprise, enoouraging both looal creativity and international
cross-fertilisation. Welcoming the participants from the 5
participating. countries, Leonard Elmhirst, founding father of
the Dartington.experiment, spoke of the importance of man's
"sense of wonder". And this seemed to be evoked, throughout
the conference, in the delegates' discovery of how much they
shared in their working philosophies, whatever their differences
in background and experience.

There were tensions, of course: between, for example,
establishment men and radical field workers, who viewed common
ground sometimes from the.grass-roots and'sometimes from a
ministerial helicopter; or between the ready American acceptance
of new technology and the lingering resistance to it elsewhere;
or between France's centralising tradition and the UK's tradition
of widespread voluntary engagement. Yet, this very diversity
was orchestrated into a larger harmony, partly because most
people at Dartington appeared to recognise, in,Ralph Burgard's
phrase, the importance of celebration as well as cerebration in
cultural affairs, and partly because the diversity.inherent in
cultural decentraliSation was, after all, what the seminar was
about in the first place. The talk was touched at times by
euphoria of frontiers - men who can see that things are going
their way - or. so it'seems.

For even though it has been only just the last 12 year's that
national cultural offices - outside'Britain - have become fully
operational and independent already original patterns of
centralised. control are changing. In Britain, most of the 16
regional arts associations are less than 6 years.old. In the
USA, all 50 states have developed arts councils, stimulated by
the establishment of the National Endowment for the Arts in 1965.
In France, a new decentralising plan - which has been described
as contradicting 250 years of. French history - was launched
barely .6 months before the seminar. Sweden too,-has a
far-reaching-neW plan, 'published in the spring of 1973, whiCh
emphasises the need for decentralisation. Holland is re-examining
cultural goals, a process which' will shortly be-accelerated by
a report-from its national cultural.offiCe.'

The reason for this reversal of direCtion, and the
starting-point 6f discussion at Dartington, was the failure,
in the last 25 years, of an earlier faith'in a.cultural
break-through to the majority.of the population. According
to William J Baumol and William G Bowen, in Performing. Arts:
The Economic Dilemma, the expenditure per capita for admission
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to professional performing arts events in the USA stayed virtually
constant between 1929 and 1964. In 1965 the audience for those
events was estimated as 2.5% of the total population, and not
even the most sanguine missionarieo of the arts would contend
that this percentage had changed much in the past 7 years.
In France some 9896 of national funding for culture was allocated
to institutions that serve a tiny, educated, addicted elite.
For Sweden it was said that culture belonged to a core of about
1%. Recent UNESCO figures indicate an international trend:
attendance at plays and concerts is levelling off and even.
declining, as measured on a per capita basis. Far from expanding
their social range, the arts - as conventionally defined - appear
to be in danger of becoming the prerogative of an ever smaller
minority of the population.

"Culture", of course, is concerned with far more than the
size of the audience for the performing arts. The word is broad
enough (too broad for some because of its multiplicity of meanings,
while others flinch from the narrowness of its "elitist" associations)
to cover most of what is valuable about the human landscape. 'But
what other word is there? At the Beaford Centrg in North Devon,
they prefer to call what they do "entertainment' - and they claim
to involve not 2% but 20% of the population they serve in their
wide-ranging activities. While people searching for new ways to
fix themselves in time, place and culture may need to venture
outside the conventional limits of "the arts , it was generally
agreed at Dartington that, in practice, we must dO with the words
we have. "Culture", said Richard Loveless, "is a way of making
education and life and the arts connect. All art is therapy, in
the best sense: it's good for the soul".

"Culture" seems narrow and exclusive only. if you use it to
denote narrow and exclusive things. At Dartington culture was
seen as broad as life itself: in culture lay solutions for
educational problems, a way of changing the school environment,
a reconciliation of racial and social tensions, a cure for
alienation in the suburbs of a Dutch city or an American new town.
Culture could be used to help an underprivileged, backward area
(like the Massif Central). Anthony Keller cited Bergson:
"The function of art is to return us to ourselves". Adrian
van der Staay urged administrators and activists alike to look,
outside the culture in which they have been reared into the
other culture, the world of the majority.

As art ceases,to be- regarded,-in John Lane's phrase, as
"cultural icing", and comes to be seen as a main ingredient of the
everyday diet, cultural agencies will stalely play a greater role
in governmental planning at national, regional and local levels.
Ezra Pound once said "Artists are the antennae of the race".
The first tremors of a new trend in the coming decade were what
gave the Dartington Seminar, in my view, a particular sense of
relevance, even of urgency.
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TWO DECENTRALISED EXPERIMENTS

Before describing what the five national cultural offices
appear to be thinking about cultural deoentralisation in general,
I should like'to indicate what it can mean in particular - by
looking briefly at two experiments reported on at Dartington:,
the Beaford Centre in Englond and the New Place in America.
Theory is one thing, practice quite another, and these two
admirable enterprises present a good vision of what we ought to
be aiming at. Both depend on the personalities and philosophies
of their directors; .-they differ vastly, not only from each other,
but from other decentralised enterprises in their countries. Yet
the reports on both were especially valuable ingredients of the
seminar because they reminded us - in human detail and with
emotional force - what decentralisation is about) what "culture"
can mean and be taken to mean. Both, incidatialy, were started
and both continue - without direct help from their national

cultural offices.

The Beaford Centre was established in a North Devon viklage
in 1966 by a private charitable foundation, the Dartington Trust,
as an agency of regional regeneration. John Lane, a former
lecturer in art, is its director. At the same time, the Trust
started a glass factory in a neighbouring town, with the aim of
revitalising the area economically as well as culturally. Beaford,
which Lane described. as "one of the most decentralised
institutions in Britain,".serves a rural area of about 1,000
square miles, with a scattered population of some 120,000. The'
biggest town hae16,000 people. The region is not only somewhat
isolated but-Also backward, datignated'bx'the,dpVtarnm60
der clop forindudtry;(mare'eolloquicalr, w deprecsed area).
With a high txodas-ratelphitioUlarly among the young; .There;is
only Ono theatre- cum - concert

'Beaford Centre uses some 60 different venues mainly churches,
pubs, village halls, community centres and other "natural centres
of social activity". For instance, the cuntre's travelling
theatre group, the Orchard, has no permanent stage, but performs
in old people's homes, hospitals, primary schools, factories,
women's institutes and remote village halls, with talks, readings,
demonstrations and'entertainments in addition to mounting full-
scale plays in the larger towns with its own portable props,
scenery, lighting and tiered seating. Speaking of the Orchard,
John Lane does not talk about'art. The.Orchard actors, he
says, are "concerned to satisfy profound human needs: the. need
for laughter, the need for company, the need to be stimulated
and cheered up. Their task is to animate - just that and nothing
mord'.
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Beaford "animates" the region in many different ways.
Besides sponsoring more traditional forms of small-scale
touring - such as dancers from the Royal Ballet or a concert
by part of the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra - the centre
encourages brass band conderts, readings by regional writers,
talent contests, film shows, jazz sessions, all-day village
parties for children, chamber music and folk music recitals, and
local festivals that keep, village tradition alive. The centre runs
day and evening classes for adults, Saturday morning classes for
children, holiday and residential'courses. Subjects include lace,
jewelry and wine-making, flower arrangment, painting] play reading
and folk dancing. Such activities, John Lane says, "move across
the well guarded frontierq dividing art and entertainment, education
and community development'..

To achieve all this, the Beaford Centre works through a
variety of channels and sponsors: the county council, the region's
university (drama department, extra-mural department and institute
of educ4tion), the local technical college, the Workers Educational
Association, and the regional arts association. Partof the Beaford
budget is paid by the Devon County Council and 17 district councils,
a collective contribution that has risen in 5 years from under
£300 to over £7,000. The South-Western Arts Association pays
41% of the Beaford bill, with £15,0001 and the lion's share is
still provided by Dartington, with £18,600 or 49%. At a current
cost of under £41,000 the Beaford Centre is demonstrating that
art, even if you don't care to call it that, can have, in
John Lane's words, "important social consequences no less.
significant for theell-being of a community than those which
might be expected from other, more familiar forms of social
wolf are ".

The New Place is situated in a Tampa, Florida, neighbourhood
with "a unique cultural mix - ie, some 46% black and 37* Latin
(Mexican and Puerto Rican). This "urban arts settlemeht is'in
a tough quarter where white middle-class youngsters are forbidden
to go by their parents - though many break the rule to visit
the New Place - and it works among people who, its' founder claims, ,

have been Ignored and neglected for years by the city, and the
state". The venture began in a windowless, ruined garage, with
no grants from central or regional agencies, with, little capital,
indeed, beyond the determination of Richard Loveless, an assistant
professor of art education at the local university. .

Each week the New Place serves about-2,000 children and young
people (ages 3 to 30,'says the brochure), with the help of up .to
70 unpaid. helpers, many of them'staff and students from the .

university. It has spread from the garage (now repaired) to a
adjacent church and house with what sounds, to European-ears, like
a treasury of technology. It has an annual:budget of abbut
$75,000, ail of it from.non-arts agencies, including the US Office
of Education, a local private foundation, and the United Methodist
Church, The btdget and attendance rate are bigger than those of
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any other arts project in. the area yet Ralph Burgard reported
that when he visited Tamp& (population 300,000) recently, he
found that the New Place was generally unknown in the worlds
of the theatre people and music people.

The New Place presents conventional spectator events
concerts; plays, films, poetry readings - but these are not
seen to be its most important function. Its director believes
in starting from the experience of the people rather than with
the'imported event and the eaptulluola of exPerience, with'its
implicit) assumptions about what the speCtator 'ought to feel.
Since an essential part of their everyday experience'ls rooted
in technology, children have been encouraged, for instance, to
tape-record the reminiscences and reflections.of their elders.
If insights into the social background of the community that
aretnavailable in print'are a by-product of Such work, so
much the better. Four-year-olds help to.makefilms about
local life and are allowed a ..good deal.of creative freedom.
c teenage group wanted to remake "The Hunchback of Notre Dater
after Seeingthe film on TV because, they said, it was too
violent. Their own version turned.into:what was described',.'
as a film abOtt "the different' of loVe in:OursOciety"..
This group had

to the
drugst.he.TreVioUSYear:JM*.

they:Cote-back to the New PlAce-witha new enthutlasm, religiOn,
and asked to make-A filmabout theSecond Coming.ThiS'went:.
ahead. with a caveat abOut community communication r*Ne:alWaYS,
stress theimPortance of multiplicity-of meaning.WhateverthPy
do, they shoUld try-to speak on differentl*VelS to-different .

. ,
kinds ofipeople""

Not only tape- recorders, hand -held movie cameras:and'home
projectors abound at:theNew Place. Loveless Plana to draw:son
an armoury of lasers, microwave systems, hOldgramquadrophOnic
sound systems and other eqUipmenti. The NeW Placejlas-forinatande,
a "composing laboratory ", where with the help orelectric-:pian006.
amplifiers, :and borrowed.computerTtimeyoung enthusiasts work
out the chance 'compositions of aleatoric music- .from mathematical
formulae, roulette sequences, or stock market reports., 'One
fourteen7year -old.Mexican: boy pickedtp an old wire recorder froth.

-a junk :yard, converted it to stereo, recorded, traffic noise oh.
the nearby highway, cOmbined this with select ions from'Ravi,ShanXar.
and other sources, and OrOduced a piece, Loveiest reported,that
was acclaimed by a visiting composer in a.rather'higher age group
as one ofthe'mOst exciting pieceS of music in his recent.
experience. ThelieW Places latest acquisition is "a complete
colour TV studioacquired.at bargain. rates with alittle help
fromItheir friends at the loCal TV station.:

Richard Loveleas-AnsiStsthat he is not exaltingtechuOlogy,- .

.

but trying to "create some kind of creative-tension among
traditiontulturalideasand new teChnOlogical ideas By
ignoring technology; We'Are ignoring the-life process itself".
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It is significant that the great rocket-base of ("ape Canaveral
is not far away: that miraculous moon technology is p,-; of the
Tampa background and, may account in part for the tel-.LA i:'.i
expertise of the cit

c

yrs children as they broadcast thcIi.. ',;apes
on the local radio and transmit their films on local television.
In a comparative study Loveless is writing, he calls the
New Place an "Urban Media Exploration and Communications Centre
and Teacher Training Laboratory", but he describes it more
reassuringly (and more accurately?) in conversation: "the only'.place
in the city where blacks, Mexican and white children can meet without
fighting". "It's a nice place to ,be.; it's warm and human and loving".
The New Place believes in the importance of response.

It would seem to me that quick (if not intent) popular
response, the salient characteristic of both these. experimental
programmes, is probably indispensable to any recipe for cultural
decentralisation. Thie may sound obvious; but it was, after all,
the failure of just such a responthe that punctured the bubble of
the cultural "boom" of the 1960sg notably in the United States
and in France. .Just as dogmatic application of doctrinaire
formulae then raised too many expectations and fulfilled too few
so now the enthusiasts for decentralisation will face similar
dangers if they embrace it uncritically as a panacea policy, to
be imposed from above. The Beaford Centre.and New Place
experiments depend largely on the drive, talent and imagination
of their directors. This is not to say that their achievements
are merely happy accidents of time, place and person: but that
they are ribt at all easy to duplicate everywhere, whatever the
funds available. What they provide is examples of good work, of
something to shoot for; It is as goals.- as evidence of what is
possible - that they can-stimulate those struggling with the
problems of decentralisating culture. And before going on to
examine some of those problems, let us look at what the countries
represented at Dartington are contemplating at the moment.

FIVE COUNTRIES: THE PRESENT PATTERN

France:

Decentralisation is one of the explicit cultural objectives
of the Sixth Plan, announced in 1971, which was praised by.
Nigel Abercrombie at Dartington as "far ahead of anything that
exists and works, in other countries, in penetration of concept
and width of grasp". Debentralisation is'to be achieved with the
help of an advisory body Called the Natibnal Council for Cultural
Development, which consists of persons'plcked 'by the. Minister for
Cultural Affairs from all fields of national life with the
exception of the civil service. A special pump- priming fund of
10 million francs, (Fonds d'Intervention'Culturelle), has been
created to finance, on a 50/50 matching basis, experimental
projects for a maximum period,of 2 years. Priority goes to
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projects outside Paris, especially those involving private as
well as public agencies and more than one ministry. This is
an attempt to counteract not only excessive centralisation but
mutual ministerial insulation and the negleCt-of.nongovernmental
sources of patronage. Significantly, this fUnd is not allocated
by the Minister for.Cultural'Affairs, but .by an .inter-ministerial
committee, which meets twice a year and is respontible-tothe
Prime Minister.

In each of the 21 regions, cultural action associations
financed'and controlled by the ministry are being created;
so far 3 exist. Each region already has an advisory"comMitee,
modelled on the structure of the centralMinistry: Thete new
fledged creations are to be given more power in due course, and
will become, the main administrative links:with,Paris.; To date,
there is no intermediary between:loCal:or'regional:activIties,,,.
and the ministry but as the new regional' Astociation6.:d00.015,'
it is proposecLthat they will become the litk,Withthe.
organitations in their terrain. The ministry also keeps
cultural represenfative in.eachjtegion..4s,liais.040#hthe
prelet,- is appointing regional musicorganisers'fOr.
co-ordination and animation, and has set a target Of'20regionAI:
orchestrat for financial and technical aUpport:
on the plastic Arts are,alsp recruitediv:ParisTheatriCE:
life ,in the provinces is reinforced by 20, cOmpanietand::00ntres
established with state help sinceA.945aridlauhOidiie0Chhd'
condition that. each 'organisation make atleast'.1.tOiarS':ofit,
region every .year.. With :commendable democracY;a4regiOns',.:
it seems, are to betreated as equal,: howeVerUnecil4altheir
resources,:initiatiVe; And appetite's..

The internationally famous experiment Of.the Maisons de ltv:.
Culture - those ambitious,centres intenddd to.Azor'esehtMultiarts
programmes to a majority ,public isconsideredafter:9Yeart;,;.t0
have failed to reacha majority Public. of
20 have been built .and work Successfully atfuIlcaPaCity
At a disproportionatdlY high cost, 3-Maisons.hAvdachieed
small increase in the middle-clais audiencefOr.dUltukei while
barely touching the working class, who provided lettthan 5%
of the audience in a 196748:survey- CheaPer;..I6s6elabOratP
Maisons, with wider social functions,Are:now:'planned.and:theSe
will work in collaboration with the 1601. populationandother.-
ministries. The Maison at Yerret; for,..instande,:which,includet
a youth ccntre,..librark, sports'centrei artsVorkshOp,andia-'
1,000 place :school, is run with the help of theMinitteries::of
Education, Youth and Sport, andSocial..Welfare,,asWellasthe.
local authority. -The 9 existing Malsons:have:1000-lui;.f and --
maintained on a 50/50 matching basis 'by, thelocAlauthbrltyaria.
the Ministry tf Cultural AffairS;-which'has'thd..last. Word-on
their budgets and.choice of directors.
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In addition. to the new style Maisons, there are to be centres
of cultural animation - 20 are already in existence or On the
way - with an emphasis not on the building but,on the..aCtivitY.
Teats of artists, working ad hoc and. sometimes without Pettlaherl
premises, will attempt to involVe a broad section .of the public
in participatory culture. There are, moreover, 1,300
Maisons de Jeunesse (run by the Ministry of youth and Sport), .

most of Which include an arts workshop as well as the traditional.
sporting and recreational facilitieS; 'and a large number of
municipal Centres, run and anariced by local authoritiesof
widely varying range, effectiveneas and facilitieS, bUt these
appear to play. no very significant part in the regenerative
schemes of the national planners..-

In s pite of its departures from French.tradition and its
imaginative redrafting of the lines of comMunicat ion and:cOmmind
thiE pattern may still seem a lorg way, from_deCentraliSatim in
practice: Paris seems. to be in firm control almost,everywhare:
that mat t ers Yet encouragement :of- local _ initiative andreCrUit merit
of patronage outside the central government are so new in :France
that some _guidance by the : Ministry of Cultural .Affairs seems,
for some time, to be indispensable.

. It will be interesting to see, in the coming depade,how the:.
French solve the problem of achieving ,decentralisedgroWth,HfreedoM
and co- ordination, withOut either. maintaining. too Strieta.
Parisian 'control or destrOYIrig the::authority.:of:theMiniatry',.Of
Cultural Affairs, still after only 14 ye4i.!
autonomous state agency. -.The seeds are ,just: being,. planted; it
would be foolish to oxiDeCt -a harvest -over

the. French,. the 4t.7PdeshaVeM1.11:004:0r9hg-t;*414
of CentraliSed.praCtiCp:fwith deMoOratiOtheoryandin:.SwedetitOo,,
botteCthi-.philOSOphiCallUSti,fiCatiOrk.and:tpo**1.01:i4edfot
tecentraliaati3On:,have.:been inCreaSinglt,reCbgniSedatthepehtre.
The:.current:sYstemiai:j..as''ih:.Rxince, recent
Only itv-190 ,that
inside theSwecliShMiniatry:. of Education,

gOYOrhOettal:-frairieWOrX:,. At is not ,sUrprisingthatpdlication41
responsibilities loom in its .activ ties;,>

.

itiore'sO'thati*rithOthei.
ht3.0;0441614XtU'ralorri-00$4e pre sehsd a.0704.10944r 2 million
Swede's taking ,`part : in .the voluntary:` adult educational. °'.system ;in a
year,.yabo16-.00;0Q0KereexigagevineitItiiralaliA04$60Me
kind, which works out:`at an impressive_ 8; of the populati "on.:.
The dopti=1;ii!ontI*2*710AV:ii4.01,1c01,p#Sro-140071c:
nueOume,:14121**1:0;;;P466,.radtp.*-40e0I01,04k0.0.40.116
orgatiteattwtoder;:lt6urribreXlaat6:they.CentraL:OffiCe.:,0f-Natiohal:.,
AntiquitieS,-the SWedish FilmInatitute, the NatiOnal.ArchiVes, the
Swedish Broadcasting CorporatiOn the ROy&I'librarY 'and-the'ROyalH
.1640emieS of-MusiC and the Fine Arts. All aresitUatedsin Stockholm.
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But the department's satellites also include the Theatre and
Music Council, which supervises the work of 2 independent.bodies
concerned with disseminating the.performing arts outside the
capital. These are the National Theatre Centre, which dates
from the 1930s and tours its permanent company throughout
Sweden, and the Foundation for NatiOnwide Concerts, which was
established in 1968 to deVelop concerts for children in school
(this takes most of. its budget) and for adults in any serviceable
place outside the concert halls. It co-operates with regional

. and local authorities, and promotes musical education and
appreciation on a broad scale as well. Although the government
appoints representatives to the boards of .both institutions,
the majority are nominated by other public. bodies and
professional associations inStockholm. Another agency of the
National Cultural Office,the CommiSsion onMuseums and.
EihibitiOns4 established in 1965, supervises Swedish TravellingH
Exhibitions, an enterprise:that tours. exhibitions of various
kinds throughout, the-country. 0-

TOuring'from thecentrejlas appeared to be, until now, the
main form of decentralisation in Sweden. Regional and local
initiative has:been relatively weak and scattered, and the
impetus has come, as a rule, from Stockholm; using the system.
Of patching grants. Thestate,,for instance,.pays half the'

. .

costs of 16 municipal theatresand orchestras oUtside'StoCkholm.
.

Until recently; the-23 County Councils have.Shown.little Concern
for cultUral activities in the wider sense, and have mainly,
limited their.interest to museums, libraries and,further education,
Locally, multi-arts programmes - of-varying scale and kind
have sometimes been .sponsored by the "People's Houses", which
sprang out of the Swedish labour and trade union movement from
the late 19th century onwards. There are now some 800 of these
placeS, Apart from these, there has been a sudden upsurge in
the past few years of municipal cultural committees. In 1968
only about 7%. of Swedish municipalities had such entities, but
now the. figure is around half. Their soope.appears-to
be restricted so for, with, libraries as the principal investment
(and libraries are viewed, it seems, as educational rather than
cultural agencies).

Provincial government, too, is being restructured. In Sweden,
as elsewhere, there has been a steadTreduction.in the number of
local units,from,21,000 in 1960 to arvand 270 by the ,Mid-1970s. This
may appear: to be quite the opposiite.of decentralisation. But it is
arguable that the bigger the authority, the more it will have to.
spend in cash and services on culture and creative activity. -
with matching grants from the state, of course.
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Last spring a far-reaching report which seeks to provide
for extensive decentralisation was published for general discussion
and submission to the government by thelbAional Council of Cultural
Affairs, an independent advisory body attached to the ministry.
(An English summary has been published). Looking to the future,
the report proposes that "the overriding goal of cultural policy
is to contribute to the creation of a better, social environment
and of greater social equality", and that decentralisation of
activities and decision-making is indispensable to realising that
goal. Touring, the report recognises/ is not enough; the country
needs more regional institutions, supported by more state aid.,
The report urges the establishment of joint committees at local
and regional levels that would co-ordinate the functions outside
Stockholm of various associations and organisations; it recommends
more cultural committees, in communities and county councils, with
political autonomy; it proposes specifically an extension of
authority from the National Theatre Centre and the Foundation for
Nationwide Concerts to regional agencies; and it welcomes the
coming regionalisation of television and radio as a way of
promoting decentralisation and renewed cultural vitality throughout
Sweden.

The Swedish report puts a great deal of faith in the
regenerative powers of committees, the importance of representational
(rather than individual) membership, and the necessity of reshaping
things from above. The details of decentralisation appear, moreover,
less specific than those of the French plan. Yet one has to
remember once again, that this is only the beginning of the story.
Not the least encouraging aspect of the Swedish scene, as glimpsed
at Dartington2 is what Carl-Erick Virdebrant described as the
eagerness to "promote experimental attitudes".'

The Netherlands

Dutch cultural activity is centrally administered and
subsidised by a division of a government office, the Directors of
Cultural Affairs, in the Ministry of Cultural Affairs, Recreation'
and Social Welfare. Through another diredtorate in the same
ministry,,control is exercised over adult education, youth work,
radio and TV and public libraries. But in Holland, private activity
and enterprise play a greater role than in France or Sweden.
For instance, much of the national cultural officeIS research' is
farmed out to a private organisation, the Boekman Foundation, and
a good deal of the state's investment in culture is channelled
through non-governmental bodies. Moreover, regional and local
authorities have relatively wide freedom in cultural spending.
Apart from subsidies to local and regional arts institutions,
eg symphonies and theatres, the local authorities receive no
direct grants from the state, but are free to allocate as they
wish the large slice of revenue from taxes that the government
returns to them every year.
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At the top, the Director-General is advised by an Arts Council,
which began as a private organisation in 1948. Its 84 members,
appointed by the Minister, are mostly artists: they meet only
once or twice a. year. The Council's several, sub-committees -

one each for theatre, dance, literature, opera, music, film,
and one for co-ordination --' meet every month. At the regional
level, each of the 11 provincial governments has its own arts
council, each of which. has, in turn, a sub-committee for every
main art.form. TheSe may co-opt individual artists and others,
so that a council'.s operations may involve as many. as 200 people,
Some act purely in an advisory capacity, as does the central
council. In some other cases, as in North Holland, the regional
council may take a more active role in sponsoring the performing
arts. The ministry contributes about 25% of the., regional
councils' administrative costs, but nothing. directly to their.
cultural budgets. Inside the provinces the larger municipalities
also have arts councils of their own, to give .advice. In a year
local and regional authorities may collectively spend more on
cultural activities than the ministry, capital grants apart.
There are, as yet, feW major. arts, centres in Holland. However,
there arc 52 smaller centres throughout the country where
participation in the arts by both children and adults 'is
encouraged. Most are associated with the Assembly for the
Development of Creativity, a national organisation that aims at
promoting self - fulfillment, through self-expression. About O%
of its budget- comes from fees charged for classes, 309 from
local authorities, and the remaining 30% is paid by the Ministry
Of Cultural Affairs, to reimburse professional-.artist Instructors-
engaged by the local centres.

The national music schools are subsidised on a different
basis. Most of the subsidies come from the municipal authorities,
with a little help from the provinces. The state contributes
only 5% of the total. The ministry also subsidises other
amateur activities through the national associations of the
various art forms. Last_ year, for instance; it invested in
amftteur music by contributing to a national brass band
association, and a national choral association. Subsidies are
given on approximately a 50/50 basis. In the realm of the
professional arts, state subsidies to local and regional'
organisations are usually made on condition that they make
their work available in towns and areas outside the major cities.

On paper, at least, the pattern of Dutch cultural
organisation looks already well and truly decentralised. But, it
was pointed out at Dartington that the great difficulty.is
that the activities and goals of the local and regional authorities
and those of the central government are not sufficiently co-ordinated ,

The-vitality of decentralised activity (as distinct from the
range of decentralised structure) is still patchy, and it is
generally restricted, as inother countries, to the spectator
culture of an educated elite. Part of the ministry's national
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role has been; and is likely to remain for some time, the attempt
to guarantee, regionally and locally, standards of quality as well
as participation. Far from:accepting the status quo, however, the
ministry seems eager to explore the development of 'greater
decentralisation in cultural policy and practice. This searching
spirit is shown by the ministry's publication last summer of a
report on cultural l-goals and the function of artin society, 'that
was intended to stimulate discussion in parliament and the public
so that the targets may be more clearly defined before the money -
and the,people - are aimed in their direction.

United States

The tradition of private sponsorship of the arts (encouraged
by tax, concessions unmatched in Europe) is so deep-rooted in
America that central and regional governmental investment in.
culture has only recently begun and still ligs behind private aid.
Now that a national cultural office is established, the tradition
of independence from Washington - illustrated by the rule that
most federal cultural grants may not exceed:50% of a given
artistic project - is so strong that regionalisation, if not
yet decentralisation, of governmental aid is quickly spreading..

At the centre is the National Endowment for .the Arts (NEA)..
Both the NEA and the National Endowment for the Humanities are
divisions of the National Foundation for the Arts and the Humanities,
an independent agency created in /965 and responsible to the
President, who appoints the Chairman of both endowments. In
practice, both endowments are virtually autonomous, and'both
chairmen report directly to the President. The President also
appoints a 26 member central advisory and grant reviewing board,
the National Council on the Arts with 9 advisory panels of artists
and arts administrators. The National Council is chaired by the
Chairman of the NEA, who has to listen but not obey.

The NEA, gets the bulk of the official federal cultural budget.
Of the $29,750,000 available for the year ending 30 June 1972,
$20,750,000 was allocated, under the National Programmes Fund
section, for matching grants to cultural institutions throughout
the country; $3,500,000 was set aside to match private gifts
received by the NEA itself; and another $5,500,000 went to the
5C state and territorial arts councils.. Each state council could,
in 1972, claim up to $101,000, if matched on a 50/50 basis with
funds either voted by state legislatures or raised from private
sources, including ticket sales.

Apart from the financial report that state arts councils must
submit to Washington each year, the NEA imposes few restrictions
on the money allocated for state use. The main ones are that the
grant Is not to be spent on the council's administration; that
union scales and rules are to be observed; and that there be no
discrimination of race, colour or religion in the projects
supported. Most of the state councils are run by a board of private
individuals appointed by the state gxmernor; they vary widely in
influence and state financial support.

./.
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At the local level, there are over 650 community arts
councils, including both arts councils (usually private) and
arts commissions (usually public). Only 150 of these have
full-time directors. Over a third are commissions ", appointed
by the mayor or the county commissioner, and these are
primarily concerned with the voluntary improvement of the urban
scene and civic amenities. They receive little if any official
subsidy. The remainder are.non-profit associations, privately
incorporated, depending heavily on annual appeals to private
benefactors, and usually run by a mixture of community representatives
and representatives from participating arts Organisations; In
addition, there are many arts associations and centres that
present multi-arts programmes.

In the cities, community or neighbourhood arts workshops
are prevalent. Some, organised by and for minority groups,
stress identification with and participation in minority
cultures. This latter group is eligible to receive aid from
the NEA's Expansion Arts Programme, which spent $1,132,000 in
the year ending 30 June 1972. This programme, a main impulse
toward decentralisation, gives help to professionally directed
community groups that are engaged in producing original and
promising works of art or creating "innovative art-forms and
arts-related activities", or achieving educational and social
goals through the arts, or developing new-ways to assimilate
new and established art-forms, or promoting cross-cultural
exchange and working for groups "insulated from the cultural
mainstream".

More conventionally, the NEA also helps to promote the
performing and visual arts. (About 80% of the concert bookings
today are made bycolleges and universities.)

Outride the NEA, central aid also comes from a number of
federal agencies: Housing and Urban Development, the State
Department, the Department of Interior, and the Office of Education.
Municipal aid to culture is still generally restricted to
supporting museums and more recently symphony orchestras. The
general movement of the middle and upper income bracket populations
away from city centres, resulting in lower civic tax revenues,
means_ that a major extension of local government aid to cultural
groups seems improbable in the near future. But cultural
sponsorship by county authorities, which have recently shown
some readiness to experiment, may increase in the next decade.
Generally, the bulk of public and private funds, at central,
regional and local levels, is invested in professional; spectator
culture. The overall cultural budget is inadequate for new
building and lrng-term planning. In governmental and administrative
terms, decentralisation below the state level is very patchy;
some state councils encourage community arts councils, others
ignore them;. some cities have arts associations and neighbourhood
workshops, others have little or nothing. Moreover, although
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there has been a rapid and remarkable extension of cultural
activity among minority groups, it has not been accompanied, as
yet, by any comparable phenomenon among the blue-collar majority.
But Clark Mitze could modestly admit atDartington., "we're still
in the process of learning how to do it", one may add that,
considering America's size and variety, what has been done already
is an impressive achievement.

United Kingdom

The oldest and most complex of cultural organisations appears
to combine local freedom and initiative to a greater degree than
is the case elsewhere in Europe. Private subsidy to the arts
is small compared with the USA, and the state pays the lion's
share of the nation's cultural bill through the Arts Council of
Great Britain. As in the USA, this national cultural office is
not a ministry but an independent body. Its annual grant comes
from the government. The council's policy, membership and choice
of chief executive are subject to the scrutiny of a Minister with
special responsibility for the arts - currently, the PaymaSter-
General, who also is responsible for museums and libraries,
although these are largely runby local authorities and lie outside
the Arts Council's scope. In contrast to France, Sweden and Holland,
Britain's national cultural office has no direct official concern
with films (other than specialised films about art and artists),
town planning and conservation, adult education or TV and radio.
Established by Royal Charter in 1946, the Arts Council.developed
out of a wartime improvisation to meet a national need summed up
in its original title, the Council for the Encouragement of Music
and the Arts,. The. council's principal functions still lie inside
the traditional fields. indicated by its early title, officially
distinct from the encouragement of education, therapy, nd social
work.

The council spends two-thirds of its funds outside London,
in a variety of ways. It.subsidises touring by major institutions
such as the National Theatre and the Royal Ballet, operating from
the centre, and by lesser groups working on a smaller scale but
with a wider circuit. The council itself organises touring art
exhibitions, the only field in which it workd directly as a
supplier: in the last 16 years bhere have `been over'350.of them.

alsb subsidises 50 of the country's.150 annual arts testivals.
During the past decade, moreover, it.has played an important role,
locally and regionally, in the movement to bring the axts to
school children and young people and to bring them to the arts,
notably by subsidising specialised professional groups attached
to local theatres. .More important, perhaps, than its support for
touring or educational work is the council's direct aid, of
various kinds, to dramatists, novelists, designers, composers,
painters, directors and producers and its direct grants to local
and regional organisations throughout the country - 4 symphony
orchestras, 14 regional arts associations,, some 20 art galleries,
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and 60 repertory theatres. In addition to subsidising their
operations, it 'provides financial support for housing.requirements
of arts institutions at the maximum overall rate of some
£500,000 per year. To date the council has firmly refused to
invest directly in amateur activity, although it supports
organisations that do. .There are big and obvious gaps in the
cultural map of Britain, but the uneven pattern has been shaped
by the incidence and intensity of local enterprise.

While giving advice and encouragement toall who will listen,
the council has not since its early days tried to impose its own
views on an institution, organisation, district or town. Just'
as the council prises its own independence frOm the government,
so it respects the freedom of local authorities - including their
freedom to ignore the claims of culture. The council may attempt
to get a town or county hall to invest in a project, if it has
not already done so, but such support is not made a condition
of central aid to local cultural enterprise and no fixed share
or matching grant is required. Municipal aid may be, as with
Salisbury Playhouse, for instance, as little as 3% of the
council's allocation. (Municipal patronage of culture,
incidentally, was virtually ,non-existent before 1939, but has
grown with relative rapidity in the past 25 years. Some'50%
of local authorities in England and Wales, however, still give
nothing at all to the arts.) State aid, in short, has been
indispensable to the extension and survival of cultural activity
outside London, and decentralised enterprise would shut down
tomorrow without it and the assurance of its continuation.

It might be said that regionalisation in Great Britain began
in 1946, with the establishment of Scottish and Welsh committees,
now elevated to the status of arts councils. The Chairman of
both serve on the main council and their annual subsidy is
allocated from the council's grant; but although London decides
how much they will get, Edinburgh and'Cardiff are allowed to
spend the money-as they wish. Yet Scotland and Wales are, after
all, not so much regions as countries with separate national
histories and identities. It is only in the last 5 years that
a true system of regional arts associations has spread in
England, although the oldest, the South-Western, was established
in 1956, while the Northern Arts Association - cited by the
Arts Council as a "prototype of patronage" - dates from 1961.
There are now 14 of these regional associations in England
(with 2 in formation) and 2 in Wales.

The regions that these associations serve usually represent
a number of counties, but their boundaries do not necessarily
coincide with county divisions. For the most part the associations
depend upon a grouping of empiricAl convenience. They are funded
by a combination of grants from the Art8 Council, local authorities
and private trusts, companies'and individuals. Like the Arts
Council, they are public bodies independent of the government,
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and are generally also independent, grants apart, of the Arts Council
(although a senior council officer acts as a co-ordinator and
munsefla0. The associations are usually controlled by an elected
executive committee, representing local interests of all kinds.
In addition to advising on and co-ordinating theatrical_productions,
exhibitions, festivals, concerts, and readings in their regions,
they give awards to artists and writers, raise funds, publish
newsletters and calendars of events, attempt to publicise cultural
activities through press, radio and TV, subsidise, the audience's
attendance at events by cut-price voucher schemes and bus subsidies.
Inevitably the associations vary widely in their initiative,
influence, and size;.but all are necessarily restricted by their
budgets, (ranging from £40,000 to £270,000 per annul;) by 'the fact
that the key institutions in their areas are accustomed to look.
directly to London for help, and by their relative novelty in the
organisational field.

This means that they have to endure widespread suspicion.
They are, it seems, only on the threshold of their future role in
cultural life. Arts council aid to them tripled between 1970
and 1972 to about £700,000. But in the next decade it seems
likely that responsibility for'local arts and institutions will:be
transferred increasingly to thein and that they might, as Nigel
Abercrombie suggested, serve as the funnel for the flow of central
government and private agency funds to traditional recipientt of
subsidy as well as to public libraries, conservation agencies,
and other bodies. This process is one of regionalisation, rather
than decentralisation. The latter course is'warmly favoured by
the current Minister responsible for the arts,,but its.
implementation surely presents huge obstacles.

THEORY AND PRACTICE OF DECENTRALISATION

Decentralisation may indeed be the wave of the future, but at

Dartington it was generally agreed that national oultural agencies
would not wither-.away, and are, in fact, still indispensable.'
The major arts institutions in every country are still fighting'.
hard to get national aid that is, as a rule, far below the levels
they consider to be.adequate, And they have learned as a
consequence the political arts of pressure and persuasion, with
varying success. At the same time, there appears to be a general
failure Of Collaboration; on any kind of formal basis, among .-
agencies working in the cultural field. Although. the new Swedish

plan stresses the.importance of inter-departmental co-_operation
and although ad hoc liaison on a personal basis is frequent in
other countries, France was the only nation represented at

Dartington that is attempting a systematic, formal process of
liaison and consultation .et the national governmental level.
Ralph Burgard emphasised that such ministerial collaboration.is.
essential if one of the ultimate goals of decentralisation is to be

achieved: namely, the integration of aesthetic and creative
concerns into all governmental planning processes. It also allows

for a more efficient investment of national funds.
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Collaboration is; not surprisingly, most .common in the field
of educatiOn, notably in Sweden, wherethe.national cultural
office is .a department of the Ministry of Education. In. 1971,
the US Office of.Education allocated to the.National Endowment-
for the Arts $10p0,060 for the artists in schools programme..
But apart from this there is not much active,partnership,4n:
the USA between,:dentralcultUral and edUcationaioffiCes.-
Collaboration .isgenerally,More,noticeable,...asinl3ritP4hi.Hat
the regional and local levels,:vhere=schools;Universities.a44
further educationcentres establish Working.).inks:JOVarious;
ways with arts institutions; associations- and.
Clearly, participatory prograMmesinVOlVing-youngpeOplejin
which:decentralisedorganiSatiOn6',,are.400rOas#IglY engage4L
for example. demand greater funds thanmay.)Pq hoped for In the
immediatetuture from any national ,Culturalo.ffice. support
mAY-reasonablY.beexPected.to:corte,-1:Wpart, from a nation's.
education budget. :PulturalAprojeat8:,ofthis.Sort areValuabie,
not only in themSel;ves.and,AS pertOf-the edudatiOnal process,
but they may:alsoasAnthOnykellerAjOinted Out help to-counter.
the.mounting diSafi7eCtion of. the 70.1pg:With the :educational systeM
itself a resistande7moveMentvhichjs:perhapsmOre. evidentA.n
the USA than:InCEuroPe,-;.bUt:HwhichSeemslikely to follow.other
American trends AcrOssthe..AtlantiO.:

- -
'Cultural penetratiOn:ofthe*hoOl system faCesAllah.Y.

difficulties. .InTrance, there is Pedagogic:tradition-with,
1-IttlerdoM:'hithert0.'forliterary Artisticand musical-
self,expression., : intense ,cOncentration:of,interest
and time examinatiOn'skilabijtoM.theage of,, 13: the

cultural activities of an increasing' proportion ofschool:.
children. There has Tux-agreement at..Dattington on the'best methods
of infuSinLeduCationAgith Culture:andHthearts. :The .,artists
in .schools policyaspUrsuedomtheAMerican scale, was,regarded-
with somescepticiSmamong::ther,Swedes,':for instance,whd-argued.
that if artistswere uSeful:.at in' training teachers
rather-than in teachint'puPils.,:: Anthony Keller; anardent
champion::ofthe prOgram#0.,insisted,that:.the only-wayjor. an
artist to'be effeCtive-in.teaCher training:` gas to workinthe
classroom firSt, -4idrian van,derStady.-Said. that the Important
thing was nOt'thattheartiSt-shOuld-beregarded aSa..representative
of the'arts,' butAhat he,ShOuldti.filitilatethecteative
and subjective responses of the pupils. ketaithoughthewartest
advocacy for the.artS,a8an:eduCational force came from the-USA,
one American, CjarkMitze,Hwarned_against the_tendancytothink;.
of such prOgrammet,.aS panadeaS,- and: another Micheal
Straight.riointedout:the danger-S,ofthe-.CUrrent: notion that
the artist is be:who f011OWhe life.. style. of the artist

AnotherfruitrUl field of interagenCyc011aboration is W.
the control of the urban:environMent:andtoWn,pianning.,at least
Pctentlally But in HcllandiSwedenandpritain,thenatiOnal
bultUral, office playsnoactiverole. inAjlanningatid'townsCaping
which f6.Jargily aregianak.andmuniCipal-reSponsibility,.and at

.1.
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the governmental level, concerns other agencies. New towns, like
many old towns, are only beginning to realise their lack of
cultural amenities: in Britain, for instance, a fraction of their
budget is now earmarked for possible cultural development, and
the Arts Council's former Chief Regional Officer maintained an
unofficial working liaison with their social development officers.
In the USA, by law, 1% of the cost of federal public buildings
may be devoted to works of art (though this is not mandatory and
is often ignored), while at the local level a few cities - led by
Philadelphia - apply a similar law with more immediate effect.
Some private developers, working with housing and development
corporations in new towns and neighbourhood renewal, employ arts
consultants in making provision for community life. But neither
the NEA nor the state arts councils have any voice in local planning.

In France, the importance of redirecting cultural policy in
the framework of town and county planning has long been recognised.
The Ministry of Culture, in collaboration with other agencies,
intervenes more directly than do national cultural offices
elsewhere. For instance, it has - with the Ministry of Public Works
and local bodies - defined protected urban zones inside some 40
cities and towns for purposes of preservation. .To each of 5 new
towns being built outside Paris, the ministry has delegated a
consultant, with an annual fund.,of.some 200,000 francs, to advise
on design and cultural facilities. In one of these towns, the
ministry has helped to establish a school of architecture with the
outward-,looking policy of involving newcomers in the design of their
own environment, Indeed, the city itself,as AugustinGirard suggested,
should be regarded as the object of cultural work, and ministry
policy is directed to that goal.

Theo van Velsen pointed out that architects and planners'
tend to resist the collaboration of the artist, and to view his
role as no more than the decoration of buildings that need no
ornament - and that since, in Holland at, least, artists have so
little experience in this field they often reinforce such prejudices
on the rare occasions when they are involved. The collaboration
of the public with architects and planners is an even less familiar
process, although experiments in democratic participation are now
baingmade in Sweden, for instance. Polke Edwards described an
interesting venture.at his GothenbOrg centre, where, in an, attempt
to broaden the social tese of cultural life, people were'given'the
opportunity of choosing alternative ways of converting its library,
in discussion with an artist brought in for that.purpose. The
consultations took several months, but Edwards claimed the
procedure paid off in a fresh sense of identificatiOn and
participation.
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New towns, in particular, offer unusual opportunities to

experiment socially, aesthetically,,arphitecturally - that

depend upan.interagency.co-operation and co- ordination.

These opportunities. have yet to be firMly grasped outside

France. Clearly, .the vitality of cultUral decentraliSation is
cloSely linked to effective.contrOl over the urban.and suburban
envirdnment'and the surrounding cOuntrYside'.. American

experience suggestS.that.lf such control 1.6,toservepublic,
good rather than private profit, central or at leastregiOnal
regulation will be required.

. A muohilargerAuestiondfinteragency:Collaboration .

concerns the mass Media. AMong:the.mostADOtentinflUende4Or
centralisationand7standardisationjn every oOl.inrY,:arethe',

film AndLtelevision industrieS; Which reach astrilichas

ofthe 130140, :poirip4rea-Withtheh9:44nd OSJPerfOrming:
arts. .'The :effect ofHfilmand..:television, *iththeirHeMPhasis
on the:value of-,individUaI,'ilOCaiand regibnal,HdifferenceSS
widely regarded"a8 a :Prime incentive to cultural deceaTalisatidni
andyetthey--S1s0 APpear'tb;.b6±cneof theprilie obsta0106to-the
achievement Pcx4lational CUIturalrOffice, as
the PartingtOnSeMinar..:040lear,'hasMOre'thanperiOheral
contaict.with:theheadqua*.tetsOf theSe industries. The-Fsrench
planApointsOuttbp:iMpOrtandeaf countering their negatiVe

1.twras:.nOt clear:at Dartington hoW this was to

be done.

Take the" cinema" firstIn-feach of the 5 countries..
repreSented at XlartingtOnthere Ore.-national institutes, pr
One.kind or AnOthervConeerned with preserving :films; -.04cording

film history, encbaging the prOdUCO:On of newsreels ,and
short films, advancing lOanStO featurefilms, promoting
exPeriment, training .and OtStribUtiOn.oUtSide the filMindustry.,
These bodieS' are helped,bY,:the Central-governments' 7 either. .

directlyor by. the prOceeds on commercial
ticket.saleS and, in sOmeboUntrieS,:'by-the national. cultural
offices. "In Frande and SWeden'',thefilm institutes Cote under
the umbrella of the Ministriet of_CUIture,butenjOY::egree.
of automony. The British Film InStitUte is _subsidised dot:1;1;:,
the Arts;i:COunpil:=.but by the:DePartMent of Education, while the
Ministry. of Trade isresPonsible_for-:anOher:independent*bodril
the NationalFilm FinanceCorPoratiOnWhiChiwiththe,11elp'clf:
government loans, adVandes'capitalto featUre:film.makers.
In Holland, the Ministry of CultUre.-giVes:annUal-prOdiiolon:
awards, while thegovernment subSidiSes,a Production fund
comparable to Britain's.The AMprican Film:InStitUte is aided

.

by an annual. :rant from theANIEA,-:WhiCh:rhelped:::to establish, it,
and which. atso.-thOugh its PublieMedia:Programme, encoUrages
regionalfilthcentreSPromote$ fiIM Oducationand atteMPtsto
imprOVe.the'Autility:of art filMs inycineMa:.prOgramMes.
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All these organisations perform valuable cultural services,
yet their activities scarcely touch the bulk of the cinema-going
public, which has steadily declined in.the last 25 years and is
coming more to resemble the.concert audience, but is still vastly
bigger than the audiences for opera, ballet, music, and theatre.
Discussions at Dartington touched mainly on the participation.
of citizens in film-making - emphasising the value of the process,
rather than the product - and left aside the knottier questions.

In television and radio, the central fact,is that both in
Europe and the USA, the national cultural offices seem to. have no
function except that of persuasion. In France and Sweden,
television and radio agencies are under direct, centralised state
control quite apart: from the national cultural offices. There is
no competitive commercial or regionalised activity. The use of
cable TV, and other public communications systems, is also a state
monopoly, and the outlook for decentralisation appears to be' misty.
Sweden is exploring new ways of collaboration between cultural
committees. The French, too, have put this kind of working liaison
high on their list of priorities. But these are'still prospects,
not practices. In the UK a mixed economy provides greater'
competition and regional devolution, with"15 commercial TV
companies and the BBC, and in radio, the spreadof local BBC
stations, with the imminent advent of local commercial radio.
Unofficial contacts are maintained between the Arts Council and the
BBC in London, and between regional arts associations and TV
centres outside the capital, but there are no formal links between
the cultural agencies and the broadcasting systems. 'In. the USA,
where TV is still dominated by 3 national 'commercial networks,
public broadcasting has grown steadily in the'-past decade. It haz
been helped not only by the state education departments and
university boards, but by the Corporation for Public Broadcasting,
a government chartered and funded corporation that gives annual
grants to public television stations throughout.the c:..untry.
Recently the NEA's Public Media Programme has collaborated with
CPB to produce programmes for the PBS networks. Moreover the
spread of multi-eh annel cable Tirnetunfrks: in new towns, cities and
suburban areass_seoms,to hold out high hopes: by law, 2 out of ajnini,_
mum of 20 channels must now be "public access",,Exnd these channels, as
was clear at Dartingtanl, may be used to show films and programmes
reflecting.local cultuWal and creative activity, linking TV withthe
life of the communiy Ass a decentralising force.

'What was not clear at Dartington was how'American.experience
of new technology could, for all its stimulating 'euPhoria, be
helpful in the immediate future to European cultural agencies
and their staff, faced, as they are, by problems of.findnce, of
centralised media eontr'01, and, not least, of public attitude,
especially 'inside the world of the arts. For in marked'contrast
to the American faith in the open possibilities that changing
technology offers for human progress, there-is still, it seems,
a EuroPeen suspicion of and contempt for "gadgetry". Yet without
the help of such technology, can the cultural agencies of Europe
hope to counter, sUccessfully, the still-growing influence of the
mass media and hence the centralisation of taste, opinion and
.entertainment?
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Behind the discussions at Dartington, I thought .I could
hear faint echoes of the old. "Raise v Spread" debate, which
reverberated through the early history of the Arts Council of
Great Britain. Should state money, centraliSed guidance and
administrative effort be devoted to the raising of artistic
standards and appreciation, along the line of the maxim
"feW, but roses ? Or:should.it be invested in multiplying the
audience for the artsmore and broader culture, making the
loaves and fishes go round? In theory, there is no'conflict -
the Arts Council was, committed both to. raising and.spreading.,
However, when a phoide has had to be made,:nati.onal cultural
offiCes have tended:to concentrate On.Subsidising:thepurSUit::
of excellence in central or focal inttituttobS::.00d0.0T"'hi.04

AThis is not surprising, nor is resistancetotheT.Otential
threat of radical,decentragdation:to'themaintenance,OfHstandardS4
and at Dartington; there was scant support Or MeasureS:that::.might
destroy the major organisations and pompanieset,at::thes'aMe.
time the consensus view was thatJn accelerating:the,:spread of
culture by decentralisatiOn, the,.0.41 concern ;with 4estbetiC
standards was anaehronistic as"&pribrityatlbcaljeVelS.

A main theme of the seminar stressed the imPOanceHqf
participat4on; the.culture of the'doer.ratherthEin,of'he:,.
spectator. In each country 'a.search isgoing.onfor WSYs:to
bring ordinary people together in culturalaCtivitiesthatHE0
well beyond such traditiOnal participatory fOrmS a6:the:,Choral..
society. and the drama group. It is thecollaboratiVe:Proces6;:.
not the artistic product, that is.seen_atsupremely-VaItiable
by many activists, In Sweden, indeed; "doming_together".
tdamvaro dagar' is the name given to experimental,leidure. activities
among people at the bottom of the-sOcial .6cale,that-centre
ordinary rooms in city Suburbsand.are-stimulatedoY.NOI-unt.sry,:.
workers from Stockholm. In such a sOCial.cOntext,the-md/Ority
of partington seminarists thought that: the traditional,
sheep7and-goats division between professional And.,amaieur tt
both out of date and irrelevant: what matters:16'.not: .who -gives
and who receives but the quality .orthe:experiehoe itself, P?e!
shared creative activity. Art for life's sake, in. act,.
To be recognised for doing sOmething, even if.. you do it poorly"
said Richard Loveless,.nis better than not to be reciOgnIPO. at
all." Dartington activists pointed to:the futility. of
decentralising culture to those- who already They
were.concerned.not so much with the extension and-dUplicatioh,
of institutions and experiences taken for.granted.at:the:Ontre,
but rather with the evolution and use of anew institutions,
methods:of collaboration, administrative: mixeS'and tOrmt,of .

cultural expression, notably through the use ofneWteclanologY.

Ldoking ahead, there appears, to be a nOttcSable trend in admini
.

strative thinking:awqy ,froM. ambitious exP mensilte,' ultirpurpose-
cultural centres along the lines.of the MaiSons de Culture.
In France itself less. el'aborate.Maisons are-favoUred,'and. the
centres.of cultural.animation now spreading through,the regions
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. may have no permanent headquarters or auditoria. In Sweden, although
people's houses are still planned, there is a movement towards
smaller, low-cost decentralised projects involving the conversion
of suitable buildings and the erection of temporary, inflatable
structures in suburban areas. In the USA, where over 50 major'
culturarcentres have been built in the latt 20 years, experiments
are afoot to convert cinemas and shops in city centres, and a
law has been proposed that would permit conversion of unused
railroad stations to cultural. purposes.. One example is a Brooklyn
automobile showroom and neighbouring pool-room, which have 'been
converted at low cost into MUSE, a prize-winning children's museum.
In'Britain,. while the bUilding of new civic theatres and centres
continues, village halls, pubs, schools and community. centres are
used by regional arts- associations and local arts centres.
"One advantage of the decline in the Christian tradition4,-said
Graham Beynon, "is the increasing number of churches available
for. cultural purposes".

All of this, it seems to me, reflects a general International
trend -. particularly. visible in the use of schools and colleges
after hours - toward changing the conventional idea that culture
is an activity apart in a plade apart, the notion that art can be
seen only ina gallery and drama only in.a. playhouse. While arts
events continue to be concentrated in traditional showplaces and
while there is still a shortage of such.facilities :there is
widespread search neverthelest, for ways of taking creative
activity and artistic. experience outside the auditoriato the
majority of the public that never goes inside such buildings. .

Examples-of such enterprise given at Dartington included:art
exhibitions and string quartet recitals in a Paris metro, a
concert given in a Rotterdam railway station,..:the use of a fire
engine to-drawcrowdt to a ballet event which;beganwith.dancing
in the Street, travelling.artbuses,in Britain, and,. as an' extreme,
the American'Art Train financed:by the-Michigan State Arts Council,
a 6-carriage expedition that.moves around the-ttate:.(and:now'
across the coin:try) and attracts an average' 4000 peOple- a day.
Bristling with tephnologyfi it includes a gallery,. a'studio, an
artitt in "residence%-an exhibition of localiatoductsi an
exhibitiOnOn the-environment, anclassorted cultural eXperipnces
of a kineticand:kinaittheticnature.. 80 cities' are on the
waiting list. .These,alternative8 to architecture .do'not;:mean
that architecture is .noIonger,needed,'but theydO.heraldchange.
The mOdernarts centre",.Bill_Lacy taid,-"ought.to look unfinished".
To meet.thelleedfor .Adaptability, the programme should come
first: "untilyOu'knowthe programme. requirementt, you can't-get
the new.architectural'forms".

There was, .above all, a. disposition at Dartington to question
the ability:of established major institutions to evolve new forms
and functions._ Nationaloultural. offices have hitherto,
Theo vanlreiten said, generally responded. to demand, rather than
taking the initiative.' But it might be argued that more effective
centralitatimisineeded before 'decentralisation canwork. In that
case, we will need a 'widespread incidence of 'what Anthony Keller
called,"decentralitation in spirit".

11,
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Meanwhile, what kind of practical help do local enterprises
need from the national centre. David Kirkham supplied a
helpfully succinct.list which included:

1. Giving and lending money, for music stands, say, or
underwritinz a loss on a theatrical production.

2. Giving premises, or intervening to secure their use
for part-time cultural work.

3. liej.alafi..professiona.,.by paying the
fees of soloists in choral society rehearsals and concerts, for
example.

4. Giving professional advice and encouragement in
administrative, social and artistic matters.

5. Subsidising the organisation of education in courses
and classes, in liaison with local cultural groups.

6. Helping to or remove restriction, for instance,
in the over rigid application of trade union rules.

7. Givin a stimulus to the area as a whole .by widespread,
co-operative social and. economic measures.

Yet Kirkham also insisted "the less help, the better%
a brave sentiment not generally endorsed. Richard Loveless
observed, however, that local centres should. not depend on
governmental aid: "If the local community doesn't sustain you,
then you shouldn't be there". In self help, as well as in
mobilising help.from other sources; the role of the animateur
is clearly indispensable. David Kirkham deScribed, him as a
"secret agent in the field". A great deal-also depends upon
the personality of the man-in-office, regionally or centrally,.
and that it should be decisive for decentralised enterpriseS
to get the'right man in the right job at the right time was,
I thought, stressed more by the Americans and the'British than
by some other Europeans, who showed a disposition to put their
trust in matching the right system and the correct theory.

Yet for .both the central administrator and local activist,
programmes must not only be successful but be seen to be
successful, and soon. Anthony Keller rightly pointed out the
dangers of insisting that the results of creative activity be
instantly measurable. The national cultUral offices'
expectation of success may, he suggested, be on too shOrt-term
a scale, while the effect of programmes. like artists in schools
may take a generation to filter through cultural inertia and
mass media kitsch,. Yet it is plainly unrealistic to suppose
that ministers of culture and directors of arts councils-can
safely look to posterity to validate their budgets. They need
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at least to know that local enterprises will elicit local support
beyond that of the addicted arts elite. One general formula
generally approved at Dartington was to earmark a percentage of
the national cultural budget, say 1%, for experiment. Immediately
verifiable results would not be expected. This form of spending
is already practised ad hoc in Holland and the UK, though sometime:.
camouflaged in the accounts.

Another need, the importance of which was generally endorsed
by the seminar, is for an expansion and co-ordination of research,
Only France and Holland, as yet, have fully.staffed research
offices with continuous programmes. Yet if cultural trends are
to be translated into political terms, then figures as well. as faith,
charts as well as charisma, are necessary. .Carl -Erick Virdebrant
urged the initiation of extensive comparative analyses of wh"at is
happening now -in cultural decentralisation and what is planned for
the future.

5,1
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QUESTIONS FOR THE FUTURE

Many more important questions, large and small, were left
hanging in the air at Dartington: some, indeed, could barely
be adumbrated, let alone answered, within the crowded 4-day
agenda. Yet some are, I think, worth listing here if only
because they must surely be grappled with, country by country,
if cultural decentralisation is to have any meaning during the
1970s.

1. How far should, can and do artists participate in
organisational decision-making at central, regional and local
levels? National evidence here appeared to be more than usually
divergent and vague. My'own impression was that although artists
everywhere contribute to the decisions of arts'advisory panels,
their role in cultural machinery is secondary. The majority of
people at the seminar agreed with Michael-Straight that although
the artist's voice should always be heard in matters of aesthetics,
his function in administrative.decisions is of limited value.
But isn't this a kind of apartheid, to be viewed as a temporary
(and undesirable) phenomenon?

2. How should the boards of local and. regional
enterprises be constituted? By central selection, or local
self generation? Should producers or consumers be in.the
majority? Should the members be ilelegates of organisations,
representatives of the community, or both?' How billand how
eclectic can these boards and councils afford to? Is there
not a numerical limit to their operational efficiency, as a
fount of wisdom, if not as a. source of power?

3. How are local organisations to be staffed? Can
national and regional cultural centres continue to. depend on
unpaid and underpaid activists? When the fashions of
involvement ebb away and there comes a flood tide of local
consolidation, where Ire flexible, dedicated workers to be
recruited and trainedY Already,the,institutions of the
performing arts are, in'effect, heavily subsidised by underpaid
actors and musicians..

4. How are libraries to be used as agencies of local
creative activity? Whereas in many countries their role is
still primarily educational, in the UK, which has the biggest
public library system in the world, the cultural range of
library activities is steadily expanding. Apart from lending
books, the library may also be - we heard at Dartington - a
place for exhibition's, plays, lectures, concerts, discussion
groups, borrowing paintings, LPs and cassettes, and creative
activity in general, even, as in Holland, a place. where authors
bring their own unpublished works for circulation, a kind of
municipal samizdat.
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5. How far can local cultural traditions be used in local
programming, and to what extent, indeed, do such traditions exist?
Are they now no more, as was suggested at Dartington, than
watching television or cleaning the car on Sunday? Or are there
still persistent grass roots phenomena, such as pigeon fancying
in the North of England and canoe racing in Guam, which need only
stimulation rather than exhumation? Is there not a place for new
"subcultures" - of motor bikes and progressive pop, say - as well
as old ceremonies and rituals: not only the recording of old
folk songs, but the encouragement of new ones, the evolution of
new local technology beside the preservation of old handicrafts?
Can such activities keep their local value if they appear on the
agenda of a national tourist board, however useful may be the
subsidies and the revenue that tourism brings?

6. Should touring by major arts institutions continue to
be a pillar of the national cultural offices' policies, when it
can, generally, reach only a tiny fraction of the population
in a few major centres? When its steeply rising cost demands a
proportionately bigger share of the overall cultural budget?
And when its effect on the theatre companies and orchestras
concerned is often damaging, not least to the exemplary standards
they are meant to demonstrate?

7. What is the future role outside the USA of private
finance, from industry, commerce, charitable trusts and individual
patrons, in the launching and support of local and regional
activity? And what possibilities are there to extend this private
partnership in cultural decentralisation by governmental
encouragement, through tax concessions, for instance?

8. Are the enthusiasts of cultural decentralisation
swimming against the tide, by striving towards smaller units when
the overall trend of national life in most countries seems to be
moving steadily in the opposite. direction? If they are swimming
against the tide, is that not an increasingly necessary activity?
Or is the tide, in fact, turning?

9. How far can arts administrators afford to turn their
backs on majority culture and the mass media? "We know what the
majority want", as one activist declared at Dartington, meaning
teleVision soap opera, non-stop pop on the radio and violent
porn in the cinema, "and were not going to support it".
Graham Beynon said, "We'give what we have to give to those who
are prepared to think", and - Anthony Keller added - "prepared to
feel". Is this weilase, or inevitable selectivity? 'To what
extent should and can the Trojan Horse tactic be employed,
pending the widespread local use of cable TV, cassettes, video tape,
and other decentralising technology?
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10. Only Theo van Velsen referred to the intransigent
privateness of many contemporary artists, notably in literature,
music and the visual arts, and to the chasm between artist
and public, which has probably never been wider. When so many
artists reject communication with society as a priority, or even
as a possibility, should decentralised cultural organisations
be concerned only with iilDtant communicators and performers,
leaving the avant-garde to the mercy of market forces, private
foundations and the national cultural offices? Or can the chasm
be bridged, by making the avant-garde an indistinguishable part
of the performing arts intitutions?

11. The biggest question of all - at the heart of the
matter for some at Dartington, while to others it was little
more than a vast rhetorical question - was raised by
Adrian van der Staay: is real cultural change possible without
social.and political change? And this implies a supplementary
question: is the attempt at cultural change, in decentralisation,
no more than a substitute for social and political change, an
attempt to divert or postpone that change by wide distribution
of therapy and transquillisers? Or can cultural decentralisation
and analysis, become a force to encourage social and political
change?

These questions were left undiscussed for good reasons:
apart from the seminar's restriction of time, it seemed clear
that there are kinds of cultural and creative activity that are
probably already transforming society. These unseen forces
are part of the rapidly accelerating pro@ess of peaceful,
democratic change, spurred on by technological innovation and
socio-economic pressure. If we could see where we are, let
alone where we have been, we might know better where we are
going.

A large vision was opened at Dartington: of ways to use the
past in order to achieve a better unqrstanding of the present
and a better control of the future. 'The creative fulfilment
of the maximum number of individuals" implies not only ways of
presenting works of art to a majority audience but also ways
of creating a new relationship with your society, your region,
your neighbourhood, and, perhaps, yourself. If one thinks
mainly or exclusively in terms of central leadership, education
and subsidy, then failure to animate the majority may quickly
breed pessimism: that all-too-ready disposition to indict the
majority of apathy and write off a generation. Yet if one looks
at cultural patterns from below, from the perspective shared by
Dartington, it appears clearly that apathy may be the result of
long traditions of neglect, injustice, under-privilege, and
cultural malnutrition. The separation of the arts from the rest
of culture has been reinforced by too frequent a dismissal of the
value and significance of other things that ordinary people like
to do. Underlying the seminar's technical discussions, it seemed
to me, there was-a breadth and simplicity of vision that reminded
me of a passage in W H Mallock's The New Republic: "It is with the
life about us that all our concern lies, and culture's double end
is simply this: to make us appreciate that life, and to make that
life worth living".

'I.
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